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The Scientific Community and Scientific Standards

•Universalism

•Communality

•Disinterestedness

•Organized Skepticism
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Model and Modeling

•What is a Model?

•What does modeling seek to do? To find truth!

•Models and the Real World

George Box: "All models are wrong but some are useful". 
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Model#1

Reality

Albert Einstein: 

“Everything should be made as simple 

as possible, but not simpler.” Model#2



• Soil as a complex 3-phase SYSTEM

• Soil from natural to human-natural body

• Soil and Modeling

Leonardo da Vinci: 

“We know more about the celestial bodies 
than about the soil underfoot!” 4
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Fundamental soil processes and their interactions remain lacking and deficient
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Sources of Error in Modeling

Oversimplification and ignoring the vital processes
Einstein: 'Everything should be as simple as possible, but not simpler ...

Applying an inefficient and incorrect mathematical model for the 
desired process

H. L. Mencken: “For every complex problem there is an answer that is clear, simple, and 
wrong... 

Inaccurate observations, measurements and model fit
Einstein: “The only source of knowledge is experience”

Incorrect evaluation of model accuracy 

Misinterpretation of results
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Example#1

Soil Physics: 

Inappropriate Underlying Conceptual Model

# Oversimplification

# incorrect mathematical model 
8
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The Covert Capillary Concept
• Engelmann and Huntoon (2011):

Students—and often those who teach them—come to class with
preconceptions and misconceptions that hinder their learning.
For instance, students and their teachers believe groundwater
exists in the ground in actual rivers or lakes. Such misconceptions
need to be addressed before students can learn scientific
concepts correctly.

• Progress in soil physics is hindered by an analogous
misconception held by many of the scientists, namely that
capillary bundle models adequately describe water retention,
flow, and transport properties of a porous medium.
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Dullien (1992):

The danger inherent in such models is that, owing to their simplicity, they 

become popular and some people may believe that they closely 

approximate reality, in this case, the actual pore structure. In fact, nothing 

could be further from the truth.



What’s Wrong with Soil Physics?
• The underlying “wrongness” is the construction of soil physics 

on capillary bundle models, whether overt or covert. 

•We must be prepared to think critically about even our most 
commonly used models and their associated mathematical 
methods. 

•We must inquire whether our conceptual models are consistent 
across related phenomena; where they are not, we must 
consider that the inconsistency may be a flaw and an 
opportunity.

• The sooner we embrace these challenges, the sooner we will 
begin to enjoy the benefits of the resulting clearer perspective. 
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Einstein, 1916:

Concepts that have proven useful in ordering things easily achieve such an authority over us 

that we forget their earthly origins and accept them as unalterable givens.

• The “useful ordering of things” made possible by

capillary bundle models has run its course, but

fortunately the model is not an unalterable given.

• A more sensible ordering becomes possible using the

connection-based perspective of percolation theory.

• We also expect that improving our foundational

concepts will yield unexpected benefits, as some of

our current difficulties will turn out to be simple

artifacts of the flawed tools in current use.

• If we accept the challenge to rebuild our foundation,

soil physics will have a bright future.
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Example#2
Fitting process-dependence performance of the 
vG SWRC model to simulate the soil water flow 

and calculate the soil physical quality

#Inaccurate model fit

#Incorrect evaluation of model accuracy 

#Misinterpretation of results
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• How varies the expected accuracy of water content measurements at different pressure 
heads in typical SWRC measurement experiments?

• How does the consideration of a different uncertainty of measured water contents affect 
the fit of hydraulic functions to the measured data (ULS vs. WLS)?

• How does the variability of the resulting SWRC then affect parameters that are 
commonly derived from it?

• What is the impact of using different hydraulic functions on the simulation of water 
movement (under different simulation scenarios)?
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Example#3
Comparison of alternative models: effects of used 

efficiency criteria

#Incorrect evaluation of model accuracy 

#Misinterpretation of results
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Objectives

o To evaluate the performance of 19 models for describing PSD 
data of selected soils,

o To provide a functional evaluation of the models to predict 
selected practically-important PSD points or parameters using 
different efficiency criteria, 

o To compare results obtained with the general and functional 
evaluations
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Example#4

Sorption Studies and Mass Transport Simulations 

#Inaccurate Measurements

#Oversimplified Models 

#Misevaluation

#Misinterpretation
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1. Known volumes of solutions of the test substance at known concentrations in a 
BG solution are added to soil samples of known dry weight.

2. The mixture is agitated for an appropriate time. 

3. The soil suspensions are then separated by centrifugation and the aqueous 
phase is analysed.

4. The amount of test substance adsorbed on the soil sample is calculated as the 
difference between the amount of test substance initially present in solution and 
the amount remaining at the end of the experiment (indirect method).

PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD
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o We compared the performance of the nonlinear and linearized Langmuir models to fit the 

experimental data of Cd sorption to soils. 

o Using HYDRUS program, we functionally evaluated if the sorption parameter values obtained, 

either by nonlinear fitting of the Langmuir model or by its linearized alternatives, will affect 

the simulation of Cd transport in soil. 
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ENVOI

We should use models but not have absolute trust in them.

We, as teachers, need to shift from the passive “Sage-on-the-Stage” teaching 
approach to the more active “Guide-on-the-Side” method.

All of us, both as teachers or students, must critically think about the existing 
models/methods/principals and try to rebuild a more realistic and scientificly-
sound pillars for the soil science.
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R. Hamming: “The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers”
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